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Regal is proud to present our 2011-2012 Brochure that includes many beautiful sets 
of furniture to inspire and excite you. Our products include hand-woven furniture, 
leisure sling garden furniture, poly-wood furniture, steel mesh furniture and lots of 
garden accessories. It refers to a wide range of chairs and tables in many different 
sizes and materials. Some of the chairs can be stacked so that storing them during 
the winter requires a minimum of space.

With the initial ambition to create excellent garden furniture, giving the public the 
opportunity to own high quality pieces built to last. Our furniture is inspired by 
nature and created unique, futuristic, modern, minimalist and artistic styles. Also, 
we created furniture of timeless elegance and comfort, designed with exclusive 
materials, and made to withstand all weather conditions and fashion trends.

Over the years we have achieved this goal and win great success of our position on 
the markets,

Our experienced Sales, Quality control, Customer services Team is always on hand 
to assist you before and after your purchase to preserve the constant confidence in 
the brand of Regal.

Brief introduce
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regal leisure Products
neW designs 2011-2012
Bar sets:

There’s nothing like unwinding after a long day with a nice cold drink on one of our ‘Bar sets’. 
The Aluminium bar set is constructed from powder-coated all weather aluminium frames and made with quality UV treated, waterproof rattan, this unit 
will give many years of maintenance free service, which are suitable for use around swimming pools. Comprising six stools and a table with sleek, black 
glass the stools can be fully stored under the table resulting in a very small foot print for tight spaces.

RLF-001D

RLF-001DT RLF-001DC

RLF-002D

RLF-003D

RLF-002B

RLF-004D RLF-005D RLF-006D RLF-007D

RLF-001B
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regal leisure Products
neW designs 2011-2012

Rattan Seatings:
Regal Modern Rattan furniture – the latest in European outdoor designs and styles, offering superb comfort matched perfectly 
with elegant style, you can feel quite simply to enjoy your summer with them. Featuring durable synthetic resin wicker seating, 
soft-touch polyester cushions, you will not find a better choice or better value anywhere. Most items are pre-assembled for 
your convenience. What’s most important is most of the chairs can be stacked so that storing them during the winter requires a 

minimum of space.

RLF-008D

RLF-008DC

RLF-009D RLF-010D RLF-011D

RLF-012D

RLF-013D
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regal  leisure  Products
neW  designs 2011-2012
Sofa Sets:
Regal carry an extensive range ‘Sofa Sets’ to ensure you that we have something to suit every need.
To compliment your outdoor space with simply and a more natural look, these Sofa Sets consist of a two or three seat sofa, two individual single 
chairs, a coffee table and include all cushions. They are constructed from polyester cushions with zippers which can easily be removed for storage 
and washable if required. Some sets are even KD and comes flat-packed but most parts have been pre-constructed meaning only minimal time 
and effort before your setting is ready for use. RLF-S-004-3

RLF-001S

RLF-002S

RLF-003S RLF-004S

RLF-005S
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regal  leisure  Products
neW  designs 2011-2012
Moduler sets:
Regal carry an extensive range of ‘Modular Sets’ with hope to ensure that we have something to suit every need.
Our Modern rattan products showcase the latest in contemporary European outdoor living and the Modular range brings you the highest level of freedom and comfort possible while 
looking fantastic at the same time. The modular sofa sets can be rearranged and combined to suit your specific needs and then attached together in place if desired. All our Modular 
products include a coffee table and cushions. They are constructed from durable synthetic resin rattan seating, soft-touch polyester cushions which can be easily removed and washable 
for storage if required.

RLF-006S

RLF-007S

RLF-008S RLF-009S

RLF-010S

RLF-011S

RLF-013S RLF-014S RLF-015S

RLF-012S
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regal  leisure  Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

Cube Furniture Sets:

Regal ‘Cube furniture sets’, for its compact design and 
fabulous comfort usage for outdoor dining become one 
of our best-selling range,it includes a table with four 
chairs and four integrated footstools or a table with six 
chairs and six footstools, which are perfectly designed 
as the whole set stores within seconds, the stools hide 
under the chairs, the chair then easily slides neatly 
under the table. Meanwhile, we have another style that 
not only all six chairs can be close down and slide under 
the table to keep the set small and compact when not 
in use.  But also, contemporary and practical KD backs 
of the chairs fold up to create a well supported seating 
position and both seat and back cushions are included 
in our whole set.

RLF-015D

RLF-016D RLF-017D RLF-018D RLF-017S

RLF-016S

RLF-018S
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RLF-001L

RLF-002L

RLF-003L

RLF-004L

RLF-005L

RLF-007L

RLF-006L

RLF-008L

RLF-009L

RLF-013L

RLF-014L RLF-015L

RLF-010L RLF-011L RLF-012L
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012
Wicker Chairs:
Regal have the latest in European outdoor design and style. Offering superb comfort matched perfectly with elegant style, you can enjoy your summer quite simply with them. Featuring durable all 
weather resin wicker seating and plush, soft-touch UV protected cushions, you will not find a better choice or better value anywhere. For your convenience, most items from the modern wicker range 
come pre-assembled and can be stackable and foldable to save your outdoor space – please ask for more details if needed.

RLF-019D

RLF-020D RLF-021D

RLF-C1 RLF-C2 RLF-C3 RLF-C4 RLF-C5

RLF-022D

RLF-023D RLF-024D RLF-025D

RLF-T1 RLF-T2

RLF-026D

RLF-027D

RLF-028D
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

Stacking Shape Styles:
Regal carry a range ‘stacking shape styles’ to ensure you that we have something in a modern resort look to 

any porch, patio, deck, pool, or backyard. 
Enjoy the beauty of an all weather resistant stackable shape furniture sets with the latest technology in UV-
resistant resin. Insensitive to fading, cracking, and mildew, designed for outdoor use. As an added bonus, all 
these sets can be stacked and stored away with ease. Handed on experience is involved with every piece 
we make from the weaving of the rattan to the high quality commercial grade rust proof frames. These pieces 

use traditional patterns and features with a modern look, but natural feel. While supplies last!RLF-001A

RLF-002A

RLF-003A

RLF-004A

RLF-001Z

RLF-002Z
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012
Swing& Gazebo:
Our ‘Swings and Gazebo’ have been one of our most 
popular products over many years and it’s easy to see 
why. Featuring a quality UV treated polyester canopy 
and waterproof, UV treated Textaline as swing seating 
fabric and polyester cushions filled with Dacron 
padding, this will comfortably seat two or three adults. 
Bigger and stronger than most other swings on the 
market, the powder-coated steel frame for all swings 
and gazebo will give many years of service. Even, we 
creatively provide rattan gazebo.  All our items are 
professionally packaged in a flat pack box containing 
setup instructions and all necessary parts and tools 
for your convenience.

RLF-001CF

RLF-004CF RLF-005CF RLF-006CF

RLF-002CF

RLF-004G

RLF-001SC

RLF-002SC RLF-005G

RLF-001G RLF-002G RLF-003G

RLF-003CF
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012
Outdoor Umbrella:

We all know it’s important to limit our sun exposure 
and that’s where Regal ‘Outdoor Umbrella’ range 
comes in. They are ideal for protecting you and your 
loved ones from the midday sun and rainy weather 
while still looking great. 

Our ‘Cantilever Umbrellas’ offer excellent flexibility 
with several different setting adjustments to alter the 
shaded position so that it’s just right for you and also 
come in a variety of styles and colours. 

Our Umbrellas are made from powder coated ‘all 
weather’ aluminum or steel frames and hard wearing 
UV resistant polyester fabric and include a wind 
release flap. They can meet your different demands of 
quality and prices.

regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012
Umbrella base:

The ‘Market Umbrella’ is available in a large selection of sizes and colours and all feature an easy-turn winding handle and central pole - perfect for use with our ‘Standard’ table or freestanding with an 
optional umbrella base (also available from Regal).
Regal Provides an optional umbrella bases for our parasols. Most of our parasol bases are resin with modern different colors coating. Parts of bases are made of steel and some even are made of 
plastic and can be filled with water or sand. It can be 360 degree rotated and with wheels, it can move around anywhere very easy.

RLF-001U

RLF-002U RLF-003U RLF-004U RLF-005U

RLF-006U

RLF-001BS

RLF-005BS

RLF-007U

RLF-002BS

RLF-006BS

RLF-008U

RLF-003BS

RLF-007BS

RLF-009U

RLF-004BS

RLF-008BS
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regal leisure Products
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

Poly-wood furniture:
Bring style and performance to any outdoor setting with the sophisticated look of our new recycled poly-wooden furniture, which designed to beautifully stand All-Weather 
environment, all of them match finely crafted aluminum frames with durable Poly-Wood slats in an exciting variety of fashion colors. 

Poly-wood furniture:
Bring style and performance to any outdoor setting with the sophisticated look of our new recycled poly-wooden furniture, which designed to beautifully stand All-Weather 
environment, all of them match finely crafted aluminum frames with durable Poly-Wood slats in an exciting variety of fashion colors. RLF-001PW

RLF-001PWT

RLF-001PWC

RLF-PWT1RLF-PWC1 RLF-PWP1

RLF-002PW

RLF-004PW

RLF-004PWT RLF-004CPW RLF-002PWT RLF-002CPW RLF-005CPW RLF-005TPW

RLF-003PW
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regal leisure Products
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

Outdoor Sun loungers:
There is nothing so relaxing as stretching out on one of our ‘Sun lounges’ for a daily dose of revitalizing, warm sunshine. With models available to match all of our most popular 
products they have adjustable recline angles and can be paired with an optional side table for your favourite book and cold drink. Enjoy!

Sling Cover furniture:

Over the years we have achieved the goal to create excellent garden furniture, giving the public the opportunity to own high quality pieces built to last and let the regal brand represents being 
synonymous with innovation, high quality and durability. Regal sling cover furniture is our new creative experience for your garden and pool relaxing.

RLF-TC1

RLF-TC4

RLF-TC2 RLF-TC3

RLF-TL1

RLF-TL2

RLF-TL3

RLF-TL4 RLF-TL5 RLF-TL6 RLF-TL7 RLF-TL8
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

Sling furniture:
Regal ‘Sling furniture’ give the best of both worlds with sleek, modern 
looks and fantastic comfort. Constructed from all weather powder 
coating frames and durable, low care slings they are ideal for bad 
outdoor conditions. We provide a variety of designs. All our slings are 
made from hard-wearing Textaline, a strong, UV treated, waterproof 
product suitable for use around swimming pools. All Regal sling 
chairs come fully assembled and are stackable and foldable for your 
convenience

Sling furniture:
Regal ‘Sling furniture’ give the best of both worlds with sleek, modern looks and fantastic comfort. Constructed from all weather powder coating frames and durable, low care 
slings they are ideal for bad outdoor conditions. We provide a variety of designs. All our slings are made from hard-wearing Textaline, a strong, UV treated, waterproof product 
suitable for use around swimming pools. All Regal sling chairs come fully assembled and are stackable and foldable for your convenience

RLF-001T

RLF-003T RLF-004T RLF-005T RLF-006T RLF-007T RLF-008T RLF-009T RLF-010T RLF-T-004

RLF-T-017

RLF-002T

RLF-T-016RLF-T-004-5
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

Sling furniture:
Regal ‘Sling furniture’ give the best of both worlds with sleek, modern looks and fantastic comfort. Constructed from all weather powder coating frames and durable, low care 
slings they are ideal for bad outdoor conditions. We provide a variety of designs. All our slings are made from hard-wearing Textaline, a strong, UV treated, waterproof product 
suitable for use around swimming pools. All Regal sling chairs come fully assembled and are stackable and foldable for your convenience

Standard table:
This is Regal popular ‘Standard’ table made from a sturdy ‘all weather’ powder-coated frame and tough safety glass. Simple and reliable, it also matches with the added versatility of a hole in the middle 
of the table designed to accommodate most umbrellas. The table comes professionally packaged in a flat pack box containing setup instructions and all necessary parts and tools.

RLF-011T

RLF-015T

RLF-019T

RLF-012T

RLF-016T

RLF-020T

RLF-013T

RLF-017T

RLF-021T

RLF-014T

RLF-018T

RLF-022T

RLF-029T

RLF-023T

RLF-TT1 RLF-TT2 RLF-TT3 RLF-TT4 RLF-TT5

RLF-024T RLF-025T RLF-026T RLF-027T RLF-028T

RLF-030T RLF-031T RLF-032T
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regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012
Stadium/chair:      Features include:
Ultra lightweight for hiking with weight less than 400g                              Folds flat for easy packing
Water proof coating                                                                                   Wipe clean surface
Lots of fabric colors for your selection                                                       Adjustable side straps to obtain the most comfortable seated position
Mesh back pocket and carry handles

regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

regal leisure Products
neW  designs 2011-2012

Outdoor Sun loungers:
There is nothing so relaxing as stretching out on one of our ‘Sun lounges’ for a daily dose of revitalizing, warm sunshine. With models available to match all of our most popular products they have 
adjustable recline angles and can be paired with an optional side table for your favourite book and cold drink. Enjoy!

Camping chair:
Brand new in sealed package folding camping chairs with superb back support, which is ideal for picnics, pools, stadium, festivals, fishing trips, camping and hiking.

RLF-TL9

RLF-TL12

RLF-019L

RLF-016L

RLF-020L

RLF-TL13

RLF-CC3

RLF-TL14

RLF-CC4

RLF-CC1

RLF-CC5

RLF-CC2

RLF-TL15RLF-017L

RLF-005A

RLF-018L

RLF-006A

RLF-TL10 RLF-TL11
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With so many years’ experience in outdoor furniture field, Regal have designed and developed a comprehensive range of superior quality garden 
furniture and accessories. To achieve our aim of increasing our success in business and our position on the markets, we operate and develop an 
efficient quality management system and create furniture with exclusive materials to be different from other manufacturers and other suppliers.

Our rattan& Textilene
Regal used recyclable synthetic resin and Textilene fabrics for our Woven furniture which are man-made all-weather materials specifically 
designed for comfort, durability and practicality. It is highest quality man-made fiber, which is made from 99.8% polyethylene 0.2% ash. This kind 
of rattan is UV resistance, water proof and it has built in inhibitors to prevent mould and mildew. It will last long time, never get scratches and 
color will never fade away, also it is not sensitive to the temperature fluctuations. Our rattan is surprisingly soft to the touch, and does not absorb 
the heat, staying cool even in the hottest weather. It means they can be left outside all year round requiring little or no maintenance. Our element 
rattan brands are MB/BM, AGO, SOLANA, VIRO etc.

Our Frame
Regal provide the backbone of durable and well-crafted furniture. The frames are constructed of rustproof and powder coated aluminum frame to 
prevent oxidation and ensure it gives long service. Aluminum is lightweight for this reason, we have included it in our range, around which a fine 
wickerwork has been cleverly woven. Our mesh furniture even is E-coating. Current our element powder brands are LYPON, AKZONOBEL etc.

Our Cushion
Regal supply the high quality piped-cushions by using optimum sponge and unique fabric. With perfectly match different thickness, it can 
consistently retain their shape through years of use. All seat and back cushions covers are zipped and are fully removable and machine 
washable. All cushions are not only water proof and chlorine resistant, but also all our cushions fillings and covers are SGS tested and they can 
reach the BSFR5852 if you have this request, which is strictest standard of cushions and fillings in the world. Meanwhile, Regal is proud of using 
Acrylic, Olefin, Teflon coating fabric for our cushion covers are dedicated to delivery unique and most comfort furniture. Though our cushions are 
shower-proof, but we recommend that you store them indoors during particularly wet periods and we would like to match the all weather proof 
furniture covers if you needed. We are also currently cooperating with Sunbrella if you have special fabric brand requirement.

Our Team
Regal owns a professional quality control and assurance team which has rich practical experiences and skillful technique in outdoor field. 
Before making mass production, we will do a professional evaluation of sample and give our professional modification suggestions and a factory 
inspection before shipment to ensure the products’ quality if they are not made by ourselves. Each piece must undergo a long process till when 
talented waver produce the final items with precision and care. Each step of production, we evaluate its quality and ensure all of them reach to 
our standard “sense of relax and perfect” to meet expectations and all requirements of the customers to preserve the constant confidence in the 
brand of Regal.

our QualitY

cushion faBric

teXtilene faBric

FLY037

DHXT20

FLY026

DHXT21

FLY029

DHXT22

FLY025

DHXT23

FLY8318-10

DHXT24

FLYD95

DHXT25

R206-8 R2116 R212 R358-1 R388 R115-2 R153 R1165 R552 R513-1

RBM11 RBM12 RBM13 RBM14 RBM15 R1533 R1778 RBM19 RBM20 R5132

FLYD95 FLYP065

Wicker

Our cushions have been especially designed to match all our outdoor furniture. Cushions are perfectly fit each item of our furniture and are available in a huge range of colors. All fabric are 100% 
UV resistance and water proof. As a result of these fabrics not only feel soft and comfortable, but also retain their color and strength while withstanding mildew, chlorine, atmospheric chemicals and 
exposure to strong sunlight. To achieve maximum enjoyment from your cushions you should of course care for them correctly.

We use only the highest quality Textilene woven in the manufacture of our sling furniture. Textilene is made by coating a high strength polyester yarn with compound and the finished material is easy to 
clean and it is resistant to fading, mildew and not easier to wear& tear under even the most severe weather conditions.

Our wicker combines with the long fasting material with beautiful design and comfort. The wicker products are made of synthetic fibers and we have varieties of designs and colors for your choice to 
give your garden, terrace or balcony a natural look.


